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Abstract

Image-specific false match and false non-match er-
ror rates are defined by inheriting concepts from the
biometric zoo. These metrics support failure mode
analyses by allowing association of a covariate (e.g.,
dilation for iris recognition) with a matching error rate
without having to consider the covariate of a compari-
son image. Image-specific error rates are also useful in
detection of ground truth errors in test datasets. Images
with higher image-specific error rates are more “diffi-
cult” to recognize, so these metircs can be used to as-
sess the level of difficulty of test corpora or partition a
corpus into sets with varying level of difficulty. Results
on use of image-specific error rates for ground-truth er-
ror detection, covariate analysis and corpus partition-
ing is presented.

1. Introduction

It is known that different users exhibit different lev-
els of recognizability in biometric recognition systems.
Some people are easy to recognize, while others can im-
personate or be impersonated. The literature makes the
analogy between the various Type I and Type II error
rate heterogeneities and a biometric zoo.

The issue of performance variability among different
users was first addressed by Campbell et al.[1]. Later,
Doddington et al.[2] developed a statistical framework
to identify four categories of speakers based on the
recognition error of each speaker. Specifically, they
introduced: Sheep - users who are recognized easily;
Goats - users who are particularly difficult to recog-
nize; Lambs - users who are particularly easy to imitate;
Wolves - who are users that are particularly successful
in imitating others. Others [8, 9, 7, 4] have investigated
the existence of a biometric menagerie in face and fin-
gerprint recognition systems. More recently Yager and
Dunstone[10] introduced four new groups of animals.
Recognizing the user-dependent performance variabil-

ity, Poh et al.[6] ranked users based on the strength of
their performance and used that information to do fu-
sion on a per-user basis.

This non-uniform performance is of interest to
the designers of biometric recognition systems. The
difficult-to-recognize users are responsible for the ma-
jor share of biometric errors. Goats contribute to false
non-match rate (FNMR ) but this poor performance in
genuine comparisons does not necessarily elevate false
match rate (FMR ). Goats are particularly problematic in
access control systems where reliable, convenient, ver-
ification of users is the main interest (ı.e. low FNMR is
desirable). Wolves and lambs adversely affect the se-
curity of biometric systems by contributing to the FMR.
Their biometric samples tend to match impostors, or be
matched by impostors. Similarly, different images of
the same subject could exhibit different levels of match-
ability. Image performance variation is often ascribed
to the capture device (e.g., different physical imaging
properties of sensors), the environment (e.g., low light)
or the user (e.g., squinting), and the thrust of research is
therefore to make recognition algorithms more tolerant
of such variations. Stated another way, algorithms that
bound or constrain FNMR and FMR are more reliable
and secure. To reduce false non-matches and improve
reliability, it is a common policy to allow multiple ac-
quisitions of the same biometric at the time of authenti-
cation (e.g., to re-acquire after a moistening of the fin-
ger). Dealing with false match occurrences, however,
is a more difficult problem. In operational verification
systems, false matches are likely to be undetected; in
identification systems they lead to spurious entries on
candidate lists and these elevate workload.

The cause of the performance variations is interest-
ing. The extent to which combinations of image (or
user) covariates and/or matching algorithm might cause
this is, to our knowledge, unreported. Another interest-
ing problem is whether, regardless of the matching algo-
rithm, there are wolves (or goats) at large (i.e. users that
account for disproportional share of the overall FMR or
FNMR ). We intend to pursue both subjects in the future.



For now, we focus on investigating a) how to quantify
the level of difficulty of an image (and so a dataset) and
b) the ability of matching algorithms to produce com-
parison scores that are robust to variation in image (or
user) covariate. In other words, if an algorithm operat-
ing at a fixed threshold could maintain a relatively con-
stant false match rate or false non-match rate regardless
of image (or user) properties.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we in-
troduce image-specific error rates in section 2. Results
and use cases for these metrics are presented in section
3 which precedes conclusion. The concept presented in
this paper is modality independent, but results are pre-
sented for iris recognition technology.

2. Image specific error rates

To examine performance variation among different
images, we define the following image-specific error
rates:
Image false match rate iFMR - the proportion of com-
parisons for which an image produces false matches
(i.e. non-match comparisons at or below the operating
threshold).
Image false non-match rate iFNMR - the proportion of
comparisons for which an image produces a false non-
match (i.e. genuine comparisons above the operating
threshold). Specifically, if we define sij

kl to be the com-
parison score of the k-th image of subject i with the l-th
image of subject j then the set of impostor scores of the
k-th image of subject i is

I(i, k) = { sij
kl , i 6= j , j = 1 . . . J , l = 1 . . . Nj}

(1)
for comparison against all Nj images of all J persons
in an enrolled set. The image false match rate is then
defined as

iFMR (τ, i, k) =

∑
s∈I(i,k) 1−H(s− τ)∑

s∈I(i,k) 1
(2)

where H(s) is the step function defined here as

H(x) =
{

0 x ≤ 0
1 x > 0 (3)

If the threshold is set to τ in the conventional man-
ner (i.e over some large cross comparison set) to give
a global FMR of f , then the general case is that iFMR
6= f .

For the image false non-match rate, we use the set of
non-self genuine scores of the k-th image of subject i

G(i, k) = { sii
kl, l = 1 . . . Ni, k 6= l } (4)

to compute

iFNMR (τ, i, k) =

∑
s∈G(i,k) H(s− τ)∑

s∈G(i,k) 1
(5)

where H(x) is again the step function of equation 3.
The threshold (τ ) can be set to any value. Given the

number of per image genuine and impostor scores that
were available, threshold was set such that over all im-
postor comparisons FMR = 0.001 is achieved. Compu-
tation of iFNMR requires multiple (none-self) genuine
comparison scores, which means multiple images of the
same subject biometric is needed.

For any given image, its image-specific error rates
will be expected to vary when computed using compar-
ison scores of different algorithms. This variation is ad-
dressed here.

Dependence on comparison algorithm An image
with a high FMR or FNMR for one comparison algo-
rithm, might result in low image error rates when a dif-
ferent comparison algorithm is applied. In other words,
a difficult to process and recognize image for one algo-
rithm, might be easy for another algorithm.

To examine the dependence of image errors on
comparison algorithms, we computed image error for
several comparison algorithms for 31,415 images of
ICE2006 corpus [5]. Figure 1 shows image error rate
for two different iris recognition algorithms. The dot-
ted black lines mark the FMR and FNMR at the oper-
ating threshold of FMR = 0.001. The spread of points
demonstrates image performance variability. The ideal
case is when a matching algorithm produces constant
false matches and false non-match (with a very small
spread) for any image regardless of its underlying prop-
erties and quality. However, the relatively wide spread
and heavy tails of the distributions in Figure 1(b) sug-
gest that it is not the case in the real world. It can be seen
that the spread of the blue cloud (and the histogram of
image errors) is different for the two algorithms. That
means an image that presents wolf-like behavior to one
algorithm (i.e. its iFMR is larger than overall FMR of
the system at the operating threshold) might be a sheep
when matched by a different comparison algorithm (i.e.
not causing any false matches). This is a strong argu-
ment for fusion of matching algorithms.

Biometric zoo Images can be categorized according
to their level of recognizability (or difficulty):
CLEAR ICE These are images for which iFMR is less
than the nominal FMR, and iFNMR is less than the nom-
inal FNMR. These images occupy the lower left quad-
rant of the plots of figure 1 and may well be considered



easy to recognize.
BLACK ICE These images occupy the upper right quad-
rant. They are the most challenging images of the
ICE2006 dataset since their image error rates are higher
than the nominal error rates indicated by the dotted
black line.
BLUE GOATS Images in the top left quadrant have
iFNMR > FNMR (τ) and iFMR ≤ FMR (τ). These are
more frequently falsely rejected but do not attract false
matches.
BLUE WOLVES Images residing in the bottom right
quadrant have iFMR > FMR (τ) and iFNMR ≤
FNMR (τ). These images are implicated in more false
matches and are generally easy to match.

Further we compute an aggregate iFMR as the arith-
metic mean of image false match rates over several (in
this case 19) comparison algorithms. Similarly the ag-
gregate iFNMR is the arithmetic mean of image false
non-match rates over the 19 different algorithms. Ag-
gregate iFNMR and iFMR are primarily useful in as-
sessing the difficulty of an image (and so the corpus
if proper summarization is performed) because image
error rates are computed across a diverse set of com-
parison algorithms. (Results not shown due to space
limitation.)

3. Uses of image specific error rates

This section presents results on uses of image spe-
cific error rates for image covariate analysis, assessing
level of difficulty of image (or dataset) and ground-truth
validation.

Failure mode analysis Image specific error rates sup-
port failure mode analyses by allowing association of a
covariate with a matching error rate without having to
consider the covariate of a comparison image. As an
example, use of image specific error rate in assessing
the predictive power of iris image quality scores is pre-
sented below. An effective quality algorithm should as-
sign the highest scores to CLEAR ICE images and the
lowest to BLACK ICE images [3]. BLUE GOATS and
BLUE WOLVES should have quality scores in between.
Any other result is undesirable. Three different qual-
ity algorithms were used to assess quality of images
in ICE2006 corpus. Table 1 shows correlation co-
efficients between aggregated image error and quality
scores of these three algorithms. Two of them (algo-
rithms X and Y) assign higher quality scores to images
with lower image error rate, which is exhibited by a
modest negative correlation. The weak correlation be-
tween the other algorithm’s quality scores (algorithm
Z) and image-specific error rates indicates the lack of

Correlation with quality Z Y X
iFMR -0.051 -0.403 -0.321

iFNMR -0.104 -0.236 -0.334

Table 1. Spearman correlation coefficients for quality
scores of algorithms Z, Y and X and aggregate image-
specific errors. (iFMR and iFNMR ) computed at overall
threshold of iFMR =0.001. Algorithm Z quality scores
show little correlation with image error, while X and Y
show some correlation.

a strong relationship between quality algorithm Z and
image-specific error rates. Algorithm Z assigned lower
quality scores to BLACK ICE images, but only slightly
higher quality scores to CLEAR ICE than BLUE GOATS
or BLUE WOLVES.

Level of difficulty Images with higher image-specific
error rates are more “difficult” to recognize, so these
metircs can be used to assess the level of difficulty of
test corpora or partition a corpus into sets with varying
level of difficulty. As described in section 2, image-
specific error rates are used to create four partitions of
the ICE2006 dataset: CLEAR ICE, BLUE GOATS, BLUE
WOLVES, and BLACK ICE. The latter consists of those
images that have pathological error rates on all compar-
ison algorithm. Figure 2 shows example images of each
partition.

Level of test corpus difficulty is an important subject
in biometric performance evaluations. It can be com-
puted as a summary statistics of its image specific error
rates. Results on various summarization techniques is
intended to be presented in a future publication.

Ground-truth validation Ground-truth errors is a
problem in biometric performance evaluation. Manual
examination of all test images is too expensive and of-
ten impossible. Images with high iFNMR (e.g. greater
than 0.9) are possible ground-truth errors. Figure 2(e)
and 2(f) shows images with iFNMR =1.0 which have no
iris information. Not excluding these images will (erro-
neously) inflate false non-match rate.

4. Conclusion

This paper advances image specific error rates as a
metric for biometric performance evaluation. It can be
used to assess comparison algorithm robustness to im-
age quality variation. It is particularly useful in data
mining to explore patterns in biometric images that
cause recognition failure. Future work includes multi-
variate statistical analysis to relate iris image properties
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(a) comparison algorithm 1
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(b) comparison algorithm 2

Figure 1. Image FNMR vs. image FMR for 31,415 images of the ICE2006 dataset for two iris recognition algorithms.
Image errors are computed at the threshold that gives global FMR = 0.001 for each algorithm. The black dotted lines
correspond to overall error rate of the system. Image false non-match (and image false match) probability density is plotted
on the top (left side). The relative spread of the image errors suggests comparison algorithm 1 is more robust to image
variation than comparison algorithm 2. The legend shows percentage of clear ice, blue goat, blue wolf and black ice images.

(a) Clear (b) Blue Goat (c) Blue Wolf (d) Black (e) Bad (f) Bad

Figure 2. Example images in ICE2006 partition: (a)clear ice(iFMR =0.0001, iFNMR =0.0), (b)blue goat (iFMR =0.0002,
iFNMR =0.746), (c)blue wolf (iFMR =0.1, iFNMR =0.005), and (d)black ice ( iFMR =0.024, iFNMR =0.263) images. (e) and
(f) are images with no usable iris information and both have iFNMR =1.0. Images with iFNMR equals to 1.0 are almost always
ground-truth bugs and shall be excluded from analyses and performance evaluations. Partition was computed at threshold of
FMR = 0.001.

such as dilation, contrast, and focus to image specific
error rates.
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